Dentist ( Caminos Verdes).
Graduating in 2018 or in the last few years and interesting in working abroad?
Following our excellent results in the last years with more than 80 dentists working In larger and smaller (family) or regional
practices with individual companies or local and sometimes nationally operating groups. Video: https://youtu.be/gD6I-mCdxPU
“The job offer”: DENTISTS
You will work in larger and smaller (family) or regional practices with individual companies or local and sometimes nationally
operating groups. They offer every general dentistry solution available in the market, and focus more and more on prevention.
"Dutch Language training to B2+ level"
To Work as a Dentist in the Netherlands you Will have to pass a Dutch Language exam at the B2+ level. The + signifies “Dental
Vocabulary”
"Elements of the language training and exam preparation"
- Language training: 600 hours in Spain / Portugal or via mixed internet learning.
- Exam preparation: 3 weeks in the Netherlands
Partially working in your clinic partially following Dutch lessons.
- Exam preparation training by the institute taking the exam.
Exam: During a period f 4-5 month you Will have, if necessary up to 3 opportunities to take the exam.
“Guarantees”
1. Work in an excellent clinic
2. A contract with the duration of minimum one year
3. In case you fail your exam on the First attempt:
You Will start working as a Dentist under supervision for maximum 4-5 months.
Contract and salary Will be the same
You will continue your Dutch lessons
You Will have 3 opportunities to pass the exam for free, (thereafter it will be for your own account)
4. Your clinic Will initiate training and coaching on the job from the start
5. We shall assist you with all the paperwork, housing, bank account, fiscal numbers, insurances etc.
"Selection process:"
- We select new groups every month during 2018
1. Present your CV, in English.
2. Include a photo and a copy of your passport and diploma.
3. We will call you for a skype interview and send you three documents to fill in.
4. We will invite you for an information session and first interview by Skype
5. Dutch lessons will .take 24 weeks (for the Dutch lessons a payment will be required as commitment).
6. On achieving the B1 level you will travel to Holland for face to face interviews and technical tests with your future clinic.
7. The program has several tests and exams in A1, A2 and B1 level and a final exam by an external authority at B2 + level.
8. When you have passed the exams you will start work in the Netherlands.
"Salary conditions:"
- You will start working for the first year on a fixed contact and receive a minimum (depending on experience) monthly salary of
around €3.000,00 (before tax), after taxes you will earn around €2.400 net per month
After this period and with good qualifications/ recommendations you will receive a new indefinite contract. Your salary, usually
based on a % of invoicing, can gradually increase to around €4.500 - €5.000 (before tax) in the second year and to €7.000 or
more onwards.
For Dentists with experience the Salary conditions will be different
"Some specific items"
During the first 5 (!) years you Will get a 30% tax discount;
You can only Work after BIG registration, this requires a B2+ level of Dutch;
¡No COST, No debt!
- There are no cost for you with 3 exceptions:
In case you decide, after finishing (most off) the training, not to go to Holland;
- When you decide to leave the course before finishing it;
- (Except for important personal circumstances);
In case you decide to Work for a clinic that is not our client (in the first year only);
Applications, More information and full details?
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